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Abstract
This thesis proposes a control system to widen the bandwidth of piezoelectric transducers
(PZTs) for vibration energy harvesting while extracting maximum power. A straightforward
complex conjugate match achieves maximum power transfer only at a single frequency while
requiring an impractically large inductance. The proposed system intends to address these
problems. It incorporates a bi-directional DC/DC converter with feed-forward control to achieve
a complex conjugate match over a wide range of frequencies. Analysis of the proposed system
and simulation results are presented to verify validity of the proposed method.
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1: Introduction
1.1

Energy Harvesting in the Modern World

As modern advances continue to miniaturize wireless communications, as well as reduce
power consumption, new and exciting applications become possible. Wireless Sensor Nodes
(WSNs) consisting of many small sensors and radios are becoming a common area of interest for
researchers, due to the interesting challenges associated with creating networks of WSNs, which
have been used in a variety of applications [1].
The powering of WSNs is a particularly interesting and difficult challenge for modern
electronics to tackle. Most WSNs are not placed near permanent power sources, and must either
scavenge energy from the environment, or operate using only stored energy. Use of batteries is
the easiest solution but in many cases batteries are not the optimal solution. While research has
gone into various methods of reducing power consumption all batteries will eventually run out of
energy, requiring their replacement [2]. Replacing of batteries is labor intensive and expensive,
requiring the node to be in a location that can be accessed again, and generates unnecessary
waste. From a size standpoint, batteries are frequently one of the largest components on the
board, increasing the overall size and weight of the final package.
A viable and popular alternative to batteries, in many applications is energy harvesting,
which has received a great deal of research in recent history, both in energy sources and wireless
networking techniques [1, 3-5]. Energy harvesting techniques scavenge energy from the
environment that would otherwise be wasted, and uses it to power the circuits or electronics.
Using energy harvesting techniques, devices such as WSNs may theoretically be perpetually
powered, never needing to have batteries replaced.
1

The most popular sources for harvesting energy are solar power, thermal power, vibration
energy, and RF energy. Of the four, solar power has the highest energy density by far, but is not
always a viable option for energy harvesting, due to lack of sun in certain locations and times of
day. This research focuses on vibration energy harvesting, which is abundant in many
environments stable and predictable in practical applications [6].

1.2

Overview of Vibration Energy Harvesting

There are three main types of vibration energy harvesting: piezoelectric transducer (PZT)
based energy harvesting, electromagnetic energy harvesting, and electrostatic energy harvesting.
All three types of vibration energy harvesting convert mechanical energy into electrical energy,
through various transduction methods, which will be discussed here.
EM harvesters are a popular way to harvest vibration energy. EM harvesters generate
electricity by moving a magnet/magnetic field over a coiled wire. As the magnetic field through
the coiled wire changes, the wire generates an electrical current which may be harvested.
Because the magnetic field in the harvester will both increase and decrease, the current generated
by the wire is AC, requiring a back-end circuit to both rectify and regulate the power from the
EM coil.
EM harvesters can come in many shapes and sizes, with the only real limitation being a
configuration where the magnetic field through a coil changes. Many EM vibration harvesters
rely on resonant structures, which can be modeled as mass-spring damper systems. These are
advantageous because of high power density, but are only capable of harvesting energy from a
specific frequency. If there is not much energy available at the frequency of vibration, resonant
harvesters are ineffective, as they harvest very little energy from frequencies other than
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resonance [7]. Figure 1.1 shows a typical EM resonance harvester, based on a mass spring
damper system. The magnet acts as the mass as well as a source of magnetic energy for the
changing field. The magnet is placed on a spring, with a resonant frequency determined by the
spring stiffness and magnet weight. As the magnet movies up and down, the field through the
coil changes, and current is generated.

Figure 1.1 A mass-spring damper resonant EM harvester [7]
Electrostatic energy harvesting is a method of harvesting vibration energy from a variable
capacitor or "varactor." This technique is typically used to harvest energy from simple parallel
plate capacitors. Vibrations move the spacing of the capacitor plates, which in turn changes the
capacitance of the capacitor, and the force exerted on the capacitor changes the energy stored.
Due to the complication that no energy is harvested if the capacitor does not have voltage across
it while the value changes electrostatic energy harvesting requires an investment of energy each
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cycle. Electrostatic energy harvesting tends to be very low power, and is most suitable for very
small and very low power systems [6].
Piezoelectric energy harvesting relies on piezoelectric transducers, which produce an
electrical current when placed under mechanical strain. These devices can be used to turn
mechanical energy into electrical energy. Like EM energy harvesting, there are many different
methods of harvesting from PZT devices. Some methods rely directly on compression of PZT
devices, while other configurations create resonant systems, targeting a specific frequency. PZT
cantilevers are one of the most popular vibration energy harvesting techniques. PZT cantilevers
consist of a beam with a mass at the tip of the beam, and piezoelectric material that is forced to
bend with the beam. When excited at the resonant frequency, these devices have a high energy
density.
Of the three discussed topologies, electrostatic energy harvesting is for the lowest power
systems, and cannot yet provide enough power for most WSNs today. EM energy harvesters
tend to be most effective in larger systems, but do not generate as much power as PZTs can in
the 1-10 mW range. PZT cantilevers have very high energy densities when excited at the
resonant frequency, and are good sources of power for WSNs. For these reasons, PZT
cantilevers will be the harvesting source of focus for this paper and will be analyzed in depth in
the Background section.

1.3

Proposed Approach and Contributions

This research will present a novel approach to regulating energy harvested from PZT
cantilevers. There are many challenges associated with regulating energy harvested from PZT
cantilevers. Firstly, the energy from PZT cantilevers is typically a high voltage AC signal. As
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not many small-scale electronics can run off of AC power, this necessitates rectification, and
DC-DC power regulation, or more complicated and less efficient AC-DC rectification.
Another challenge when harvesting from PZT cantilevers is impedance matching. PZT
cantilevers have complex source impedances, and the output power can vary drastically based on
the input impedance of the next stage. Effective converters must have well matched input
impedance near resonance in order to extract maximum power.
The proposed converter uses a feed forward network to force the input impedance to that
of the best match of the controller. A DC offset on the PZT output impedance allows for direct
DC-DC conversion without the need of rectification, and a carefully defined input impedance
matches the PZT at resonance, and widens the range of resonant frequencies. It will be shown
that this method allows for superior power extraction when compared to other methods, at the
expense of more complex control.
This research on power management for PZT cantilevers has the following contributions:
(i) The design analysis, and theoretical results for a novel power management circuit
for PZT cantilevers which allows for wider bandwidth impedance matching of
PZT cantilevers, while effectively regulating the power.
(ii) Simulation results which confirm the analysis, and show that this method can
improve energy harvested from PZT cantilevers.

5

2: Background
This section details modeling of PZT cantilevers, both mechanical and electrical. Using
these models, theoretical methods of maximum power transfer are examined, and existing
approaches to extracting power from PZTs are discussed.

2.1

Electrical Model for Piezoelectric Cantilevers

Piezoelectric cantilevers are a popular method of energy harvesting from PZT devices
due to the relatively high electromechanical coupling of PZT materials, and the high energy
density of cantilever structures. For these reasons, PZT cantilevers will be the harvesting device
of this thesis research.

Figure 2.1 Typical dual layer PZT cantilever
Figure 2.1 shows a typical PZT cantilever, which consists of a long beam, fixed to a
vibrating structure, and a tip mass. The beam has two layers of piezoelectric material, which
generates a voltage when a mechanical strain is applied. As the structure resonates, the tip mass
moves up and down, which in turn applies a strain on the PZT device in the "1" direction
(lengthwise along the beam). This strain induces a voltage in the "3" direction, or from the top to
the bottom of the beam. Because the voltage is generated in the "3" direction and the strain is
6

applied in the "1" direction, it is called d31 mode of operation. This is less efficient than d33
mode of operation, but still advantageous because of the resonant structure of the beam [8].

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of the electromechanical model [9]
The configuration shown in Figure 2.1 creates a mass spring damper system, for which
many models have been proposed [9-14]. Treating the system as a mass-spring damper system
yields a schematic representation such as the one shown in Figure 2.2. This system consists of a
rigid mass M, a damper C, a spring with stiffness Ks representing the structure system, and a
piezoelectric modeled as a spring with stiffness KP and a voltage controlled force generator αV.
A force F is then applied in the shown direction causing a displacement u in the shown direction.
The PZT is assumed to have an output capacitance Cp. This model is described by (2.1) and
(2.2), a system of linear equations with a form not different from the form that describes RLC
circuits.
 +  +  +   +

=

(2.1)
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−  +  = −

(2.2)

This model is useful for providing information on directly related to the displacement,
velocity and acceleration of the rigid mass. It also allows for easy calculations of instantaneous
energy stored in the cantilever due to the stiffness of the beam and displacement of the mass, as
well as stored electrically on the capacitor, making it an effective model for describing the
mechanical phenomena related to a PZT cantilever. Unfortunately, this model does not, at first
glance, provide insight into the electrical impedance of the cantilever, or how to properly match
the cantilever.

Figure 2.3 Electrical model for PZT cantilever [13]
Mass spring damper systems are linear systems that act similarly to RLC tanks. Because
of the form of (2.1) and (2.2), it is possible to redraw the mass spring damper system as an RLC
tank, with a transformer representing the electromagnetic coupling. Figure 2.3 shows the circuit
that was derived by Elvin et al. [13], using the mechanical model shown above. the voltage
generated is proportional to the force exerted on the cantilever, while the series capacitance is
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proportional to one over the sum of the cantilever stiffness Ke and the PZT stiffness Kp, while the
series resistance is proportional to the damping C, the series inductance is proportional to the
mass m and the turns ratio n is proportional the coupling coefficient α. Because Cp already
represented a real capacitance, the value remains the same. When looking at this model, the
mechanical energy is described on the left side of the transformer, and the electrical energy is
described on the right side of the transformer. The transformer itself represents the
electromechanical coupling, changing energy from mechanical to electrical and back from
electrical to mechanical.
Examining the electrical model in Figure 2.3 provides insight into a number of
phenomena. Firstly, the voltage source is proportional to force, or mass times acceleration. This
means that increasing the will increase the power generated, which is not surprising because that
corresponds to larger vibrations. It also implies that a heaver mass under the same acceleration
generates more energy. Secondly, the mechanical device is not lossless; the mechanical damping
(corresponding to the resistor) will cause a loss of energy.
The resonant frequency is important for PZT cantilevers, as the cantilevers are only
capable of harvesting significant energy near their resonant frequency. The series inductance
and capacitance will define the resonant frequency, which is known to be



√

. Using this

knowledge while examining the model, we can see that raising the mass of the cantilever
decreases the resonant frequency, while increasing the stiffness of the structure will increase the
resonant frequency.
The last important information to extract from this is that energy not only flows from the
mechanical side to the electrical side, it can flow back from electrical energy into mechanical
9

energy. This means that the electrical load Z that is connected will affect the physical motion of
the cantilever. Carefully choosing a reactive load Z is even capable of changing the mechanical
resonance of the PZT cantilever.

Figure 2.4 Proposed electrical model for PZT cantilever
 =
 =

 =







 =  


1
 +  + 


(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
(2.6)

For purposes of analyzing the input impedance, it may be desirable to completely remove
the transformer, and define an equivalent Thevenin or Norton source impedance. This may be
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done by reflecting the series RLC and voltage source on the left side of Figure 2.3 to right side.
The impedance from RLC gets divided by n2, while voltage V gets divided by n. Next, it is
possible to do a Norton equivalent transformation on the, yielding a circuit in the form of Figure
2.4, with new values shown by (2.3)-((2.6)

Figure 2.5 Impedance of a typical strongly coupled PZT
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Figure 2.6 Impedance of a typical weakly coupled PZT
This model is advantageous because it gives an easily defined and intuitive representation
of the source impedance of the PZT device, and its energy. It is disadvantageous for those
wishing to calculate mechanical parameters, as the components no longer easily relate exactly to
the mechanical parameters. It is also important to note that as a result of the equivalent Norton
transformation, IAC is not directly proportional to the force applied, even though the previous
Voltage was. IAC, as can be seen in ((2.6), is now a function of force applied and the frequency
of excitation.
Using this model, it is possible to obtain the impedance of a typical PZT cantilever.
Based on the coupling coefficient, there are different characteristics that a PZT cantilever can
take, and different matching techniques needed [15]. Strongly coupled PZTs have a high
coupling coefficient, and as a result the parallel capacitor Cp does not contribute as much at the
12

resonance, yielding nearly pure resistive source impedance near resonance. The impedance of a
strongly coupled PZT can be seen in Figure 2.5. Weakly coupled PZTs see a larger effect of the
parallel capacitance Cp near resonance, and is not purely resistive even near resonance. The
impedance of a weakly coupled can be seen in Figure 2.6.
Examining Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, it is now possible to draw some conclusions about
the source impedance. The first obvious thing is that for most frequencies the source impedance
has a phase of -90 degrees. This corresponds to current and voltage completely out of phase, and
will not deliver any energy. Physically, this means that it is difficult to harvest energy from
frequencies far from resonance.
For simplicity, this thesis provides all numbers and values based on the same PZT model.
This is the PZT which is shown in Figure 2.6, and is a weakly coupled PZT. A weakly coupled
PZT was chosen due to the large improvements which can be seen from reactive matching.
Using the model from Figure 2.4, the PZT model has the following values: Rs is 56.4kΩ, Ls is
2.592kH, Cs is 40.15nF, and Cp is 358.8 nF. Note that Rs Cs and Ls are not electrical
components, but models that represent the mechanical parameters.

2.2

Maximum Power Transfer Theorem and Implications

For purposes of impedance matching, it is desirable to express the power transfer in a
generalized form. This section shows a generalized form for power transfer given that the input
impedance of the next stage can be described as a linear system.
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Figure 2.7 General model for source impedance and load impedance
Figure 2.7 shows a general model for the Source and Load impedances of a linear PZT
harvesting scheme. Assuming that at each frequency, the impedance can be written in the form
of

 !"#

=  !"# + $ !"#, and in the form of

 !"#

=  !"# + $ !"# it is possible to

express the power delivered to the load at any frequency normalized to the magnitude of the
excitation from the current source.
1
% !"#
2  !"#
=

| !"#|
! !"# +  !"## + !$ !"# + $ !"##

(2.7)

Using (2.7) it is possible to determine the ideal match at any frequency determines when

$ = −$ and when  =  , corresponding to a complex conjugate match. Looking at Figure
2.5 and Figure 2.6, we can tell that the reactance Xs is always negative, so it is theoretically

possible to match the PZT at any frequency using an RL match. In reality, the model becomes
slightly more complex far away from resonance, and it has only been demonstrated that this can
be done very close to resonance [16].
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While it is possible to match at any frequency with an inductor, the size of the physical
inductor required to match is quite prohibitive. Depending on the PZT, the required inductor can
be anywhere from 10 H up to thousands of Henries. This makes using an actual physical
inductor impractical.
 !"# = ( !"# + $ !"#

(2.8)

Due to simplicity of implementation, as well as low power consumption, many
researchers have proposed harvesting using purely resistive input impedance. This can be
effective when the reactive terms are about the same size as, or smaller than the resistive terms.
In terms of the equations this is equivalent to trying to achieve the best match given the

constraint $ = 0. By taking the partial derivative of (2.7) with respect to the load resistance,

and setting the result equal to zero it is possible to show that ((2.8) gives the ideal load resistance
for a purely resistive match. It should be noted that both the source resistance and source
impedance are functions of frequency for a PZT cantilever, so each frequency will have a
different ideal resistive match. It is also to note that the PZT voltage is frequently full-wave
rectified before matched with the resistive impedance, which will add some unintended effects.
Table 2.1. Power transfer for ideal resistive and RL matches as a function of frequency

f(Hz)
12
13
14
15
15.9
16
17
18

R match
(kΩ)
2.356
3.387
5.285
8.757
12.496
12.743
10.996
6.209

L Match
(H)
395.0529
324.1357
267.7383
232.2017
238.8464
242.3783
276.4713
264.9329

Power
(mW)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

R only
Match
(kΩ)
29.879
26.692
24.137
23.571
26.935
27.498
31.512
30.6

Power
mW
0.1462
0.2252
0.3593
0.5417
.6338
0.6333
0.5174
0.3374
15

19
20

3.346
1.942

234.0731
205.366

1
1

28.143
25.88

0.2125
0.1396

Table 2.1 shows the power transfer for a typical weakly coupled PZT as a function of
frequency, with the same base acceleration. It can be seen that the inductance values required for
an RL match are unreasonably large for a small system of traditional passive components. As
can be seen, at any frequency the ideal RL match is theoretically capable of extracting maximum
power at any frequency, while the pure resistive match works very well near the resonant
frequency of 15.9 Hz. Note that the ideal match impedance is a function of frequency, and no
single match obtains the most power at any one frequency.
Real vibration sources rarely provide a single frequency of vibration [17-21]. In the real
world, the frequency spectrum of vibrations is irregular, and constantly changing. This makes
optimal power extraction a difficult problem, but systems which can provide good power
extraction at multiple frequencies (various techniques of this are discussed later) will perform
better than systems that cannot.

2.3

Typical Power Management Circuit

A typical Power Management Circuit (PMC) for a PZT cantilever consists of 3 separate
stages, all of which may function together. While some specialized harvesters may combine or
omit multiple stages, the bulk of existing PMC today follow this basic technique.
Figure 2.8 shows the block diagram for a typical PMC designed for PZT cantilevers. The
first stage is a rectification, which is responsible for turning the AC electrical energy from the
PZT to DC electrical energy. The simplest rectification scheme is a full-bridge rectifier, such as
the rectifier shown in Figure 2.8. In some systems, diodes may be lossy, unavailable, or
16

disadvantageous. Various active or passive configurations of MOSFETs may be used to
implement diodes or diode bridges, as discussed in detail in Section 3.

Figure 2.8 Block diagram for typical PMC
The second stage for a typical PMC is the regulation stage. Regulation circuitry is
implemented with a wide array of strategies, goals and designs, but typically uses DC-DC
converters with varying control logic for implementation. The three most common types of DCDC converter are step down (buck) converters, step up (boost) converters, or step up/down
(buck-boost) converters.

17

Figure 2.9 Current paths for the three most common DC-DC converters
A diagram for the three most common switching converters can be seen in Figure 2.9.
The current paths for the on time, D, where the switch is closed and the inductor is charging are
marked by the solid blue lines. Current paths for the off time, D', while the switching is open
and the inductor is discharging into the output are shown by the dotted red lines. These
converters are very well explored, although novel control circuitry can still be imagined to give
them new uses in different applications.
Traditional power regulation circuits regulate an output voltage, and allow the input
voltage to change as it will. These circuits are sometimes used for vibration energy harvesting
purposes, and are advantageous because they relax the constraints on the energy storage and
18

load, allowing a simple capacitor to be used. These systems are disadvantageous because there
is no regulation being performed on the input voltage and currents. This means that the system
may achieve a very poor match with the PZT source impedance, failing to extract the maximum
achievable power.
Often times the goal of a vibration energy harvesting circuit is to charge a battery. In
these systems, the battery effectively regulates the output voltage, allowing the regulation circuit
to regulate the input voltage. By regulating the input voltage, it is possible to design the control
circuitry such that the goal is to match to the PZT, or in some way extract maximum power.
There are various techniques to do this, including pure resistive matches, reactive RL matches,
and some non-linear matches, all of which rely on the control circuitry of the regulation circuit
for implementation. Because there are a variety of these techniques, and they tend to extract
more power, and they are the focus of the remainder of this thesis.
The final stage of a typical PMC is the energy storage and load. In general, energy
storage consists of a capacitor which requires output regulation, a battery which does not, or a
super capacitor, which requires special considerations. Various loads have been envisioned for
PZT cantilever based energy harvesting, and can be changed based on application.

2.4

Past Approaches

The following is a survey of previous approaches, and an analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages of existing systems. Examples are given of various energy harvesting schemes
and systems.

2.4.1

Resistive Matches
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The simplest kind of PZT matching is a pure resistive match. While, in most cases, they
do provide optimized power output, they are simple, can be implemented with low power
components, and provide a reasonably well matched configuration. A number of researchers
have investigated static resistive matching due to its efficiency with relatively simple
implementation [22-24].
If a resistive match is desired only at a single frequency (resonance matches are by far the
most common), then a static resistive match is needed. Using a buck or buck-boost converter, it
is possible to implement a switching converter with pure resistive input impedance using an open
loop controller.

Figure 2.10 Buck-Boost with constant input impedance [22]
*+ =

, -.

/0

-.

=

2
1 2

(2.9)

Figure 2.10 shows an example of a buck-boost converter with open loop control and
constant input impedance. The converter operates in Discontinuous Mode (DCM) with a PWM
of constant frequency and a variable duty cycle determined by the PI controller. Because the
battery controls the output voltage, there is no need to regulate the output voltage, and the PWM
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sent to the gate of the MOSFET controls the input current. It has been shown that for a buckboost in this configuration, the input impedance can be given by (2.9), as derived by Kong et al.
[24].
Because the ideal matching resistance is not constant, and varies as a function of
frequency, there has also been a body of research related to dynamic resistive matches, that try to
change the input impedance of the converter based on the excitation frequency [23, 25-27].
These topologies provide a better match, at the expense of complexity, and in general higher
power consumption

Figure 2.11 General form of perturb and observe algorithm
While there are varying methods of tracking the resistance that yields maximum power,
perturb and observe (also called "Hill Climbing) is probably the simplest and most commonly
used. Figure 2.11 shows how the “perturb and observe” algorithm typically operates. The
general idea is to change the input resistance, and compare the new power to the old power. If
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power is increased, the resistance continues changing in the same direction, if the power is
decreased, the resistance changes in the other direction.

2.4.2

Non-Linear Matches

Due to the difficulty of implementing a good RL match, many researchers have proposed
non-linear matching techniques for harvesting energy from PZTs. These techniques tend to rely
on manipulating the charge stored on the output capacitor Cp, through use of well-timed
switches. This can be useful, because the when the voltage across the PZT is positive and
decreasing (or negative and increasing), the energy from the PZT is wasted to discharge the
capacitor. The two common non-linear matching techniques for PZTs are Synchronous Switch
Damping (SSD) and Synchronous Switch Harvesting Inductors (SSHI).
Synchronous switch damping is a non-linear PZT energy regulation technique that relies
on extracting all power from the output capacitance when it reaches its peak voltage [28-30].
When compared to a linear resistive match, this has been shown in one case to increase power
extraction by as much as 400% [30].

Figure 2.12 SSD converter control timing [29]
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Figure 2.12 shows the timing diagram for an example SSD converter, which was
implemented using a buck converter (although this technique is readily usable for buck-boost or
flyback topologies). There is a full wave rectifier before the buck converter, so that the AC
voltage can be harvested. The switching converter remains inactive for long periods of time
(approximately half the PZT excitation frequency), while sensing the PZT voltage. When the
converter senses the peak PZT voltage, it drains all energy off of the capacitor, reducing the
wasted energy to discharge the capacitor, and allowing it to quickly being charging in the
opposite direction.
SSHI is a non-linear rectification technique, also sometimes called a "Bias-Flip
Rectifier," that relies on a switch and an inductor to flip the voltage across the output capacitance
Cp [31-34]. When compared with standard matching techniques, it can be shown that SSHI can
increase energy harvested by up to 900% [34].

Figure 2.13 (a) Typical SSHI rectifier and (b) Typical switching waveforms for typical fullbridge rectifier and SSHI rectifier [32]
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Figure 2.13 (a) shows the schematic for a typical SSHI topology. M1 and M2 form a "bidirectional" switch, and are always both "on" or "off" but can block current in either direction
when off. The idea behind the bi-directional switch and the inductor is that when M1 and M2
are turned on for a short period of time, the voltage on the output capacitor Cp is flipped,
preventing the need to spend harvestable energy discharging the capacitor.
Figure 2.13 (b) shows the PZT output voltage for a typical rectifier VBR and an SSHI
rectifier VBF, when considering the excitation current Ip. Current is only delivered to the load
when the PZT output voltage is equal to Vrect plus the necessary diode drop. As can be seen, the
typical rectifier waveform VBR wastes some current from IP (highlighted in black for the first
switching period) while changing the capacitor voltage. By using the bi-directional switch and
flipping the capacitor voltage right as the sign of the current changes, it is possible to decrease
the wasted current. Looking at the PZT output voltage VBF of an SSHI system, it can be seen
that the wasted current (shown in black for the second switching cycle) is significantly lower.
Non-linear harvesting techniques typically harvest more energy than traditional resistive
matches. The trade-off is that the control is more complicated, and requires accurate peak or
slope detection circuitry, which consumes a relevant amount of power in many low-power
systems.

2.4.3

Reactive Matching

As discussed earlier, an RL match is capable of delivering maximum power at any given
frequency. RL matches are not used with passive components, because they have prohibitively
large capacitances (100s of H for our example PZT), and provide unregulated AC power to the
resistive load, which is not useful in most modern electronics. Saggini et al. [16] have proposed a
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switching converter capable of showing a user-defined complex input impedance, and
demonstrated that this technology can be used to match PZTs.

Figure 2.14 Schematic of proposed reactive match [16]
Figure 2.14 shows the proposed schematic of the circuit proposed by Saggini et al. [16].
The switching converter is a Bidirectional DC-DC converter. This converter requires that the
input is kept at a higher voltage that the output, and is capable of bucking current from the input
to the output, or boosting current from the output to the input. This converter is analyzed in
depth in Chapter 3.
The output voltage is clamped by a battery, allowing the control circuitry to regulate the
input voltage and current. To emulate the desired input impedance, a feed-forward loop senses
the PZT voltage, and multiplies by the ideal admittance (an RL match in this case), yielding the
ideal current. This current is compared to the actual current, and the error signal is sent through
a PI controller. In this way, the actual PZT current is forced to what it would be if matched with
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the imaginary RL circuit. If current should be flowing into the RL match, the buck circuit is
active, taking current form input to output. Similarly, when the current should be flowing out of
the RL match, current is boosted from the battery to the PZT.
In order to provide a wider band match, the topology performs a two dimensional MPPT
algorithm to track ideal resistance and the ideal inductance for changing excitation frequencies.
This is done using a digital controller, which senses the average battery current, and uses a
method similar to perturb and observe, in two dimensions to converge to the ideal R and L values
based on maximizing the current to the battery. Two dimensional MPPT theoretically allows
maximum power extraction at any frequency, but is power intensive (as it requires digital
control), and can fail to track maximum power if there are local maxima which may be caused by
noisy or irregular vibration sources, which are common in real world applications. The results
also showed that power harvested away from resonance was small, even when ideally matched,
implying that real systems cannot be matched far away from the mechanical resonance.
This method is advantageous when compared with the other methods, as it provides
maximum power extraction, through use of an RL match. The complexity and power
consumption of a system like this is restrictive, and must be designed with care in order to
provide better system performance.

2.5

Proposed Approach

The approach proposed by this paper is an expansion on the work done by Saggini et al.
[16]. A fully analog implementation is explored in order to reduce power consumption. Because
RL matches away from resonance are not as effective, this work focuses on a single, static,
reactive match for a PZT cantilever at the frequencies around resonance. The novelty of this
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approach is the input impedance, which is not a conventional RL match, but a complex system of
poles and zeroes that can shape the input impedance of the converter, to provide a better match
than a traditional RL match.
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(2.10)

The chosen input impedance is shown in (2.10). This admittance was chosen because the
poles and zeroes allow the impedance to be shaped according to the PZTs source impedance.
Further, while this is appears to be a complicated impedance with many poles and zeroes, it can
be implemented with a single op-amp, allowing for a low power analog implementation and the
exact implementation is discussed in chapter 3. This thesis will use theoretical calculations and
simulation results to show that a converter can be implemented with that input impedance in a
fully analog fashion, and extract the power that would be expected, which is higher than that of a
traditional RL match.

3: Proposed Match and Topology
This section will present the block diagram of the proposed topology, and purpose of
each block. An in depth analysis of operating parameters and necessary design for each block is
then discussed.

3.1

Block Diagram of Proposed System

The system proposed system has operation principles very similar to the converter that
was proposed by Saggini et al. [16]. The primary differences are that there is no longer MPPT
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circuitry, the circuit is implemented in a fully analog fashion, and the ideal input admittance is a
complex system of poles and zeroes.

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of proposed system
A block diagram describing the overview the system can be seen in Figure 3.1. The
battery clamps the output to the desired voltage, allowing for control signals to control input
voltages and currents. Applying a PWM to S1 will buck current from PZT to battery, while
applying a PWM to S2 will boost current from battery to PZT.
The feed-forward loop first injects a DC offset, Vref, which is discussed in section 3.2.
Next, the ideal input admittance given in (2.10) multiplies the PZT voltage, giving the ideal PZT
current. This is compared to the actual PZT current, and a PI controller controls the Duty cycle.
A comparator (which is not shown) compares the ideal PZT current to zero, in order to determine
if a PWM should be applied S1 or S2.
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3.2

Input Offset

One of the main challenges of harvesting energy from a PZT is converting the AC energy
provided by the PZT into DC energy. AC-DC conversion is typically more complex than DCDC conversion. Full bridge rectifiers are frequently used (despite the power loss they cause), but
because diodes block current that would return to the PZT, preventing the implementation of a
reactive match such as the match proposed here. To solve these issues, a DC offset is added to
the AC signal generated by the PZT.
The DC offset is added by Vref, as shown in Figure 3.1. Because of the integrating nature
of the controller, the reference voltage Vref will become the DC voltage, with the AC PZT
voltage oscillating around Vref. From a physical standpoint, this energy is stored on the output
capacitor Cp. Saggini et al. [16] have constructed a system that uses a DC offset in this fashion,
and confirmed that the PZT operates similar to the model with a DC offset applied, meaning that
this can be done without a noticeable penalty.
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In order for the converter to stay in its desired operating range, the PZT voltage must
remain higher than the battery voltage. This means that the minimum offset voltage can be
defined as a function of the battery voltage and the peak-to-peak voltage as seen in (3.1).
The offset voltage is a critical key to the operation converter. Without the offset voltage,
complicated AC-DC conversion is required, which tends to have low efficiency and difficult
control. With respect to the switching frequency, typical PZT resonances are so slow that the
changes can still be handled by DC-DC converters. This means with the addition offset voltage,
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efficient DC-DC conversion is implementable on the AC source provided by the DC-DC
converter

3.3

Bidirectional DC-DC Converter and Equations

In order to implement the desired input impedance, an appropriate power converter must
be chosen. This thesis will focus on the bi-directional DC-DC converter which is shown in
Figure 3.2. The bi-directional converter was chosen because of its ability to source or sink
current to and from the load. This is necessary because when emulating complex input
impedances with AC currents, it is possible that power will need to flow from the battery to the
PZT, in addition to flowing from the PZT to the battery.
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Figure 3.2 (a) Current paths for buck mode and (b) current paths for boost mode.
Figure 3.2 (a) shows the bi-directional DC-DC converter while in “buck-mode.” In this
mode, current is transferred from the PZT to the battery, and a PWM is applied to S1, and the
current is controlled by the duty cycle and frequency of this PWM. When the switch is closed,
the current path is from the PZT through S1, through the inductor to the battery, shown in blue.
When the switch is open, the current path is through D2, the inductor and into the battery, shown
in red.
Figure 3.2 (b) shows the bi-directional DC-DC converter while in “boost-mode.” In this
mode, current is transferred from the battery to the PZT, and a PWM is applied to S2, and the
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current is controlled by the duty cycle and frequency of this PWM. When the switch is closed,
the current path is from the battery, through the inductor and S2, shown in blue. When the
switch is open, the current path is from the battery, through the inductor and D1, into the PZT,
shown in red.
Using proper control of a PWM, it is possible to generate any current, to or from the PZT,
allowing for complex input impedance to be emulated.

3.3.1

Assumptions Required for Analysis

For this thesis, it is assumed that the bi-directional DC-DC converter always operates in
DCM. By proper choice of the frequency, and inductor size, based on the range of PZT and
battery voltages, this is a valid assumption, and should not cause problems.
For the bi-directional DC-DC converter to operate in either buck or boost mode, it is
necessary for the PZT voltage to be higher than the battery voltage. As the PZT voltage is
typically and AC voltage, this can be problematic. Because the PZT input is typically an AC
voltage, this can be problematic. In order to keep the PZT voltage higher than the battery
voltage, it is necessary to add a DC offset voltage to the signal that is at least as high as (3.1),
given the maximum peak voltage (Vpk). For the analysis, it is assumed that the PZT voltage is
always higher than the battery voltage, and that (3.1) holds
In order to perform analysis, it must be assumed that the input current is a DC value,
when in reality it is changing. This assumption is valid, as the switching frequency is quite high
when compared to the excitation frequency, and the output capacitance of the PZT low pass
filters in changes to the voltage. Small differences may be observed due to the small nonlinearity introduced by this effect.
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3.3.2

Average Input Current Analysis
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Figure 3.3 Typical switching waveforms for bi-directional DC-DC converter
Figure 3.3 shows the current and voltage waveforms for the PZT voltage waveforms of
the bi-directional DC-DC converter in both buck and boost Mode. Using these figures it is
possible to derive the relationship between input current, input voltage, and Duty Cycle. Losses
are neglected during this analysis.
BCD =
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(3.2)
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Figure 3.2 (a) shows the current and voltage waveforms in Buck Mode. Using this and

geometry factors, (3.2) can be obtained for buck mode, where 

G

is the peak input current, and

D is the duty cycle
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(3.4)

It is possible to obtain Ipk by examining the current path seen in figure 1 (a). (3.3) shows
the peak current in buck mode where Ts is switching period, VPZT is the PZT voltage and Vbatt is
the battery voltage. Combining terms yields (3.4) the average input current for buck mode.
 G 1′
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(3.5)

Figure 3.2 (b) shows the current and voltage waveforms in boost mode. Using this and

geometry factors, (3.5) can be obtained for buck mode, where 

G

is the peak input current and

D’ is the duty cycle in which current flows through the diode (shown in Figure 3.2 (b).
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It is possible to obtain Ipk by examining the current path seen in Figure 3.2 (b). After
doing so, (3.6) shows the peak current when the converter is in boost mode.
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D’ can be represented in terms of the Duty Cycle, battery voltage, and PZT voltage as
shown in (3.7). Combining Terms yields (3.8), the average input current in boost mode.
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3.3.3

Small Signal Input Current Analysis

In order to perform small signal analysis on the loop gain, it is necessary to determine
how small signal changes to the PWM will effect changes to the current. For this research, a
Ŵ

constant frequency PWM is used, and the relevant parameter for AC analysis will be IYJK , which
O

will be different for both buck and boost mode.
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For buck mode, this derivation starts with (3.4) and adds a small signal duty cycle T[ , to

the duty cycle D, and then observes the small signal current perturbation ẐBCD . This gives an

equation in the form of (3.9).
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Using (3.4), the first term can be cancelled with IPZT. The last term is nonlinear (T[ ), and

is ignored for analysis, yielding (3.10). From (3.10), (3.11) is trivially obtained.
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For boost mode, this derivation starts with (3.8) and adds a small signal duty cycle T[ , to

the duty cycle D, and observe the small signal current perturbation ẐBCD . This gives an equation

in the form of (3.12).
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Using (3.8), the first term can be cancelled with IPZT. The last term is nonlinear (T[ ), and

is ignored for analysis, yielding (3.13). From (3.13), (3.14) is trivially obtained. Similar to

(3.11), this gain is a constant at a given operating point. It may be noted that the sign is negative,
meaning as in
Examination of (3.11) and (3.14) shows that increasing the duty cycle will actually
increase the rate at which energy flows from output to input. This negative sign can be handled
by inverting the control system, which is discussed later. will be dependent on the PZT voltage,
and the duty cycle, both of which will change significantly during operation. For this system to
be analyzed, it is assumed that

ŴIJK
OY

will change very slowly with respect to the switching

frequency, so that it may be treated as a range of DC values. This assumption is valid because
the excitation frequency (and therefore changes to Duty Cycle and PZT voltage during proper
operation) is in the range of 15 Hz, while the switching frequency is 120 kHz.

Even considering

ŴIJK
OY

as a range of DC values, this parameter complicates the AC

analysis, as the changes in the PZT voltage and duty cycle causes

ŴIJK
OY

to change by more than an

order of magnitude. The PI controller (discussed later) must be designed so that it is functional
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for a range of

ŴIJK
OY

values. Note that (3.11) and (3.14) will be revisited in chapter 4, as they are

required in order to do a full analysis of the actual input impedance, and loop gain.

3.4

Implementation of Feedback Loop

The control circuitry for the proposed DC-DC converter has been implemented in a fully
analog fashion. This section will show the design and implementation of the various blocks
required for the operation of the DC-DC converter

3.4.1

Voltage Sense and Input Impedance

The PZT voltage will reach voltages as high as 40V, which is an unreasonably large
voltage for micro power op-amps. This voltage must be sensed, and multiplied by the ideal input
admittance in order generate the ideal current. This is done with a resistive divider and two opamps (one as a buffer and one to implement the ideal transfer function).

Figure 3.4 Schematic of voltage sense and ideal admittance circuit
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Figure 3.4 shows the circuit schematic for voltage sensing, and generation of the ideal
current. Because of the high values of the PZT voltage, it is desirable to use a high impedance
voltage divider and buffer to sense a fraction of the PZT voltage, instead of directly sensing the
PZT voltage. The op-amp after the buffer is used to implement the transfer function for the ideal
input impedance, as described by (2.10).
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(3.16)

Analysis of the op amp shown in Figure 3.4 can be done to show that the
transfer function of the op-amp is given by (3.15). Using proper choice of
components, it is possible to define any value for the poles, zeros, and the gain. When
considering the entire circuit, the transfer function for the entire block can be given by
(3.16). Except for the negative sign, it can be easily shown that this equation has the
same form as the input impedance that was defined by (2.10), and can be used to
generate the ideal current. The fact that this is equation is negative one times (2.10) is
helpful, because the next stage will subtract this value from the ideal current. When
choosing values for the passive components, they should be chosen according to the
poles zeros and gain, which is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

3.4.2

Current Sensing and PI Controller
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After the circuit generates the ideal current, this is subtracted from the actual current.
This requires sensing of the average current into the amplifier, which is done using resistor and a
constant gain amplifier. The error signal is fed through a proportional-integrating (PI) controller,
which forces the actual current to be very close to the ideal current PI controller have gains in the
form of

ab


+  where Ki is the integrating gain and Kp is the proportional gain. Additionally,

the converter must determine if the DC-DC converter should source or sink current. The output
of this is proportional to the duty cycle given to the converter.

Figure 3.5 Schematic of current sensing and PI controller
Figure 3.5 shows the circuit schematic for current sensing and the PI controller. The
ideal current is compared to the reference voltage (representing an ideal current of zero) in order
to determine which mode the DC-DC converter should operate in as represented by the digital bit
Vdirection.
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The actual current is sensed using a resistor and a constant gain amplifier with gain A.
To obtain the average current, the sensed current is placed through a 2-pole low pass filter. The
filter should have a gain of ~1 at the PZT excitation frequency, but very large attenuation at the
switching frequency. The filter values must be chosen, so that the impedance of the filter is
much lower than the impedance of the next stage. If this is not possible with reasonable values,
it may be necessary to employ an active filter as the second stage.
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The output voltage of this stage is given by (3.17), given IPZT is the PZT current, Videal is
the voltage representing the ideal current, and the low pass filter for the current sense has poles
ωp1 and ωp2. Under the assumption ωp1 and ωp2 are not relevant at the PZT excitations, this
equation is a weighted difference (allowing for additional gain of the either stage) of the sensed
current, and ideal current, multiplied by a definable PI controller. The PI controller should be
defined so that the gain at the excitation frequency is very high, but may affect stability if the PI
controller is too fast (or the pole is at too high of a frequency).

3.4.3

PWM generator

The output of the PI controller provides a voltage that is proportional to the intended duty
cycle for the converter. There is also a digital signal that indicates if the controller should be in
buck mood or boost mode. The information from the digital signal and the PI controller must be
combined by the PWM generator to create and send a PWM signal to the correct gate, with the
correct duty cycle.
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To generate a PWM signal from a voltage a voltage ramp and a comparator is the easiest
generation method. There are a number of timers and comparators that can be chosen to do this
based on switching frequency, power consumption and acceptable errors. For the purposes of
these simulations, an ideal ramp and comparator is used. Real testing will require the selection
and use of real components.

Figure 3.6 Proposed PWM generation system
The full scheme for the PWM generation system can be seen in Figure 3.6. When the
system is in buck mode transferring power from the PZT to the battery, the duty cycle should be
increased if the observed current is too high, and decreased if the observed current is too low.
Conversely, if the system is in boost mode transferring power from the batter to the PZT, duty
cycle should be decreased if the observed current is too high, and decreased if the observed
current is too low (the current sense does absolute current, not the magnitude of the current). For
this reason it is necessary to invert the signal controlling boost mode.
The inversion of the signal is done with an op amp. The inclusion of an op-amp, as
shown not only inverts the signal but also allows for independent tuning of the loop gain for
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buck-mode and boost-mode. As discussed earlier, and seen in (3.11) and (3.14), the gain il/d is
different for both modes, which needs to be accounted for in the PI controller and loop gain
generation.
The choice of which switch to excite is digitally chosen by a comparator, which
compares the ideal current to zero current as discussed previously. If the ideal current is into the
DC-DC converter, then S1 and S3 are closed, while S2 and S4 are open. The ramp comparator
then uses the non-inverted output of the PI controller, and operates the top switch of the bidirectional DC-DC converter. If the ideal current is out of the DC-DC converter, then S1 and S3
are open, while S2 and S4 are closed. The ramp comparator then uses the inverted output of the
PI controller, and operates the bottom switch of the Bi-Directional DC-DC converter.
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The relationship between the input and the output can be given by (3.18) for buck mode
and (3.19) for boost mode, where Vin is the output from the PI controller, and Vramp is the peak to
peak voltage of the voltage ramp. As discussed, this allows for independent turning of both loop
gains.

4: Small Signal Analysis
This section will provide a small signal analysis of the proposed system. The full
analytical expression for the loop gain will be derived, along with the analytical expression for
the input impedance. Using the loop gain and input impedance, an analysis of stability, and
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expected power transfer will be done. Combining these analyses, the poles and zeroes for the
input impedance will be chosen, along with the values for the PI controller. Finally, the expected
power transfer will be calculated, taking into account all linear effects.

4.1

Derivation of Loop Gain and Input Impedance

Below is a small signal analysis for the loop gain and input impedance. The loop gain is
based on parameters derived from section 3.

4.1.1

Loop Gain and Stability

Using the information compiled in section 3, it is possible to calculate the loop gain of
the full system.

Figure 4.1 Block diagram of full system.
The block diagram of the full system can be seen in Figure 4.1. The target input
impedance is the block on the far left, given by the system of poles and zeroes in (2.10). When
the circuit is operating in its desired operating range, this is the actual input impedance. The
difference operator is implemented by an op-amp, as discussed in section 3. The four blocks
making up the feedback loop are on the bottom right. This control loop is responsible for
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keeping the error between the actual current and the input current as low as possible, and should
have a high gain at the relevant PZT excitation frequencies.
The PI block represents the PI controller, multiplied by the PWM generator gain. The
equation for the PI controller can be given by

ab


+  , as discussed earlier, while the PWM gain

can be given by (3.18) for buck mode and (3.19) for boost mode. The PI block is the easiest to
change, and the critical design block for tuning the feedback loop.

The block

ŴIJK
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represents the small signal change in current as a result of a small signal

change in duty cycle. For buck mode,

ŴIJK
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can be given by (3.11), while for boost mode it is

given by (3.14). As can be seen both equations are different, and are a function of VPZT and D,
both of which will change over operation. Because the switching frequency is much faster than
the PZT excitation frequency it is possible to model this as a large range of DC operating points,
but still causes complications as there is a parameter in the loop gain which changes during
operation. The difference in gain between the two systems can be alleviated through proper
design of the PWM gain (3.18) and (3.19), which may be defined in by the user. After that, the
PI controller must be tuned to work with a large range of values for
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The R parameter represents the gain between the input current, and the sensed voltage
representing it, which is given by the current sense resistor times the gain of the current sense
amplifier. The LPF parameter is the low pass filter to get the "average" current after switching
ripple has been filtered out. This filter should not have a large effect on the loop gain.
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Combining terms and solving, the loop gain T can be given by (4.1). For the entire
system to be stable, the loop gain must be stable, with acceptable gain and phase margins. If the
PI controller is properly designed, (4.2) can be used as a reasonable estimate of the loop gain.
This assumes that !%# 4
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≫ 1. The loop gain is the primary restriction on which

input impedances may be defined, and determines if and when use of unstable poles and zeroes
will cause the entire system to be unstable.

4.1.2

Derivation of Input Impedance

The input impedance may be derived using the block diagram shown in Figure 4.1. To
derive the input impedance, a "test" signal is applied to the input voltage, and the input current is
observed.
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Figure 4.2 Input impedance of the system.
Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram that is to be used to determine the input impedance
of the full system. Examining the effect of Vin on iLin removes the effect of the PZT impedance.
This makes sense intuitively, as the input impedance of the converter should not be dependent on
the output impedance of the prior stage.
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Solving for the input admittance of the system yields (4.3). If the PI controller and the
low pass filter are properly designed, (4.4) can be used as a reasonable estimate of the loop gain.
This assumes that !%# 4
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≫ 1, and at relevant frequencies to the input

impedance, the low pass filter is approximately one.
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As can be seen, (4.4) is in the same form as the target impedance originally defined by
(2.10). The only difference is that the entire equation is divided by the current sense gain R. To
get the same gain as (2.10), simply multiply the term K by the current sense gain R, and the input
impedance will be the same as the designed input impedance.

4.2

Choice of Circuit Parameters

Combining all of the previous equations, it is now possible to choose the parameters for
the circuit, and define the input impedance. The input impedance should be designed for
maximum power transfer at the frequency range around resonance. The process and selection of
parameters are discussed in this section.

4.2.1

Design Process

Recall from earlier that the ideal input impedance is the complex conjugate of the output
impedance of the PZT. The goal of the design is to shape the input impedance of the equation
defined by (4.3) to the complex conjugate Figure 2.6. From a trending perspective, this means
that the phase needs to have a positive 90 degree phase shift (provided by the low frequency
zero), with a resonant peak near 16 Hz (which is provided by the poles, then the zeroes). Ideally,
the magnitude should have the same magnitude near resonance (which can be done easily by
changing the value of k) while trending downwards.
Because the resonant peak of the phase, as well as the ripple to the magnitude is
symmetrical around resonance, it was theorized that the ideal selection of poles and zeroes for
the given design assumed that the poles and zeroes would be mirrored around the resonant
frequency, with K chosen to place the magnitude at the right value (as it doesn't affect the phase).
A brute force solver was implemented with these parameters, designed to maximize the integral
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of the power transfer, which should corresponding to the most energy harvested from a noisy or
unpredictable vibration energy source. The values chosen are: K/R= 365, ωz1=85, ωz2=85,
ωp1=115, and ωp2=115.

Figure 4.3 Magnitude of the complex conjugate of the designed input impedance (red) the input
impedance of an RL match (green) and the target input impedance (black)
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Figure 4.4 Phase of the complex conjugate of the designed input impedance (red) the input
impedance of an RL match (green) and the target input impedance (black)
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the phase and magnitude output impedance of the PZT,
along with the complex conjugate of a traditional RL match, as well as the complex conjugate of
the input impedance of the proposed DC-DC converter. The complex conjugates are shown
instead of the actual value, for easy viewing, as the dotted black line is now the "ideal"
impedance, to which we are trying to match.
As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the curvature of the phase is closer to the ideal curvature for
the DC-DC converter than the traditional RL match, allowing for a broader band match. The
magnitude shown in Figure 4.3 shows a comparable match. Because the proposed system has an
input impedance close to the ideal input impedance over a larger frequency range than the RL
match, the bandwidth of the proposed match will be higher than that of the traditional RL match.
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Figure 4.5 Expected power transfer for R match, RL match, and proposed match
Recalling the power transfer equation discussed earlier, and presented in (2.7), along with
the chosen parameters plugged into (4.3), and the PZT impedance defined earlier by it is possible
to determine the power transfer at any frequency. This was done in MATLAB, with the
available power normalized to be 1mW at each excitation frequency, through changing the value
of the IAC in the current source model. Figure 4.5 shows the power transfer of this system,
compared to the power transfer of an ideal RL match, and an ideal R match. As expected the R
match is far inferior to both reactive matching techniques, as the advantages of the R match lie in
simplicity, not power consumption. The proposed match shows an incremental improvement
over the traditional RL match, all of which is "gained" energy, because they have the same
complexity of implementation.
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Figure 4.6 Difference in power transfer for RL match and proposed match
Figure 4.6 shows the difference between the RL match, and the proposed match. The
proposed match is superior to the RL match at most frequencies, extracting up to 16% more of
the available energy at the frequencies around resonance. This corresponds to 160uW extra
given our 1mW excitation. At resonance, where the RL match was designed to optimize, the RL
match has a slight edge on the actual match, delivering a maximum of 4% more of the total
available energy, corresponding to a loss of 40uW at exactly resonance given our 1mW
excitation.
The analysis done in this section proves that the control system is stable, and that under
the correct assumptions the input impedance is reasonably close to the target impedance defined
by (2.10). It also shows that the input impedance can be designed to give better broadband
power transfer than the traditional RL match. Because the only published methods of RL
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matching a PZT cantilever have the same implementation procedure as our match, this energy is
gained without notable increases to the complexity of the control circuitry. This design process
does, however require prior knowledge of the model for the target PZT cantilever.

5: Results
To confirm the analytical results, simulations of the proposed topology were run, and
compared to the analytical results. The simulation and results are explored in this section, and
expected control losses are estimated

5.1

Simulation Methodology

Simulations were run in SIMETRIX by SIMPLIS technologies. The current source
model seen in Figure 2.4 was used to simulate the PZT source, at a single given frequency.
Simulations were normalized so that the perfectly matched PZT would have 1mW of power
available at any frequency. This normalization corresponds to a constant base acceleration of the
PZT cantilever, at different frequencies.
A fully analog implementation, as seen in section 3 was used in the simulation. Ideal opamps were used in the implementation, as well as ideal comparators. After determining the
pole/zero values, which are discussed in section 4, the other parameters and RC values may be
trivially determined, and are not discussed in detail (although were chosen for the
implementation). An ideal amplifier was also used for detection of the current into the DC-DC
converter.
Because some of the energy must enter and leave the converter multiple times, switching
losses are difficult to calculate analytically. To come up with an idea of efficiency, and loss due
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to conduction, a switch with on channel resistance of 1.2 Ω, and the SIMETRIX typical Schottky
diode, this diode has a forward drop of about 0.3 V. These values were chosen to be reasonable
for discrete parts on a low power system.
As discussed, the energy will resonate in and out of the DC-DC converter, making it hard
to determine the instantaneous power in. In order to determine the average power harvested,
long transient simulations were run, and the average current into the battery was examined in
steady state. To get a better average, the averaging window for the current was a whole number
multiple of the period of the PZT excitation frequency. This ensures that there is not any "half"
PZT periods averaged where current may be flowing only into or out of the converter.

5.2

Simulation Results

Transient simulation results were analyzed, and the average battery currents were
compared to the expected battery current. Results are presented here.
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Figure 5.1 Switching waveforms near resonance.
Figure 5.1 shows a transient result for operation at the resonant frequency of 15.9 Hz.
The top graph shows the average current flowing into the battery and the bottom graph shows the
input voltage and PZT excitation current. The excitation current and input voltage are well in
phase with each other, indicating a good complex conjugate match. The amount of current
which the battery sinks for high input voltage is larger than the amount it sources for low input
voltage, yielding overall positive power transfer.
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Figure 5.2 Full system efficiency for three systems, with simulations for both reactive matches
Figure 5.2 shows analytical results with ideal components for the efficiency of the three
different methods, an RL match, a resistive match, and the proposed system. As expected, both
the RL match and the proposed one achieve far higher efficiency than the resistive matching. The
proposed system has two peaks to widen the bandwidth, while the RL match has only one peak
at resonance. The bandwidth of the proposed system for over 90% efficiency is 4.60 Hz, while
that for the RL system is 3.35 Hz. So, the proposed system increases the bandwidth by 37%
when compared with the RL match.
The RL match and the proposed system were implemented with analog components and
simulated with practical components with losses as described in the earlier, and discrete points
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are marked by "+" and "o." The efficiency of both systems is reduced to about 75% for the
frequency range simulated. So the bandwidth of the proposed system at the 90% of the peak
power of the RL system is wider by 37% compared with the RL system.

5.3

Comparison to Analytical Results

If implementation of this system is to be practical, analytical input resistance discussed in
(4.3) must be reasonably close to the actual input impedance, or the system will not resonate.
Since the harvestable power is directly related to the input impedance, a comparison of the
expected power outputs is the simplest and most effective method of doing so.

Figure 5.3 Comparison of expected results and simulated results for (a) RL match and (b)
proposed match
A comparison of results can be seen in Figure 5.3, for both the R and RL match. The
individual points represent the simulated points, while the line shows the theoretical results
multiplied by 0.76, corresponding to an expected 76% efficiency. In both graphs, the expected
results for this topology are reasonably close to the simulated results, validating the analytical
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model. In both graphs, the results show slightly higher efficiency when there is a lot of power
available, and poor efficiency when there is not much power available (dropping off sharply near
0.15 mW of available power). This result is not surprising, as the benefit of transferring energy
to the battery and back many times will not be very large when there is not much power expected
in the first place.

The two largest sources of error are varying efficiency, and varying of the parameter
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during operation. The efficiency is very hard to model because it is a function of PZT voltage,
frequency, and switching mode, all of which change while operating. Further, some energy must
go into the converter and back out of the converter before being stored in the battery, which
further convolutes efficiency calculations. This is why the simulations were used to estimate
efficiency, and the 76% quoted efficiency is only an estimate of the typical overall efficiency
including all of these effects.

Changing of parameter
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(which was discussed in section 3) also adds error to the

model. The PI controller can be designed so that a very large range of values yields
approximately the same value, but there are some conditions (right before the mode switches in
specific) where
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becomes very low and can cause slight error.

Despite these sources of error, the analytical model is reasonably close to the observed
results, and may be used to design a well matched system.

5.4

Estimation of Control Losses

As the target system is very low power, the control losses will be significant and proper
low power design of the control loop will be critical. The following is an example design,
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showing what sort of losses can be expected due to control, assuming three series nickel-metal
hydride (NiMH) batteries with a 3.6 V nominal operating voltage.
Four Operational Amplifiers are used in the control loop. Because their performance will
affect the loo gain, gain bandwidth must be reasonably high, above approximately 500kHz,
eliminating true low power op-amps such as the AD8659. A good choice for the operational
amplifiers is the AD4096-4, a quad op-am with 60µA supply current per channel with 800KHz
gain bandwidth.
Ramp Generation can be done using a comparator connected similarly to that presented
by Kong et al. [24]. An additional comparator will be used to generate a PWM from the
generated ramp, and a third comparator will be used to sense the polarity of the input voltage.
The ADCMP371 is a simple comparator capable of this, and consumes 4 uA of current.
Current sense amplification must be done with an instrumentation amplifier, preferably a
variable gain instrumentation amplifier so to allow for flexibility in the other feedback loops.
The INA333 has a current consumption of 50 uA, and a variable gain between 1 and 100 V/V.
PZT voltage sensing must occur with a resistive divider, which must be high enough
impedance to be low power, but low enough impedance to allow accurate sensing. 1 MΩ is a
fair estimation of an accurate voltage sense divider.
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Table 5.1. Expected power consumption of control circuitry

Device Description

Part #

Input Buffer Op Amp
Target Current Generator Op Amp
PI Controller Op Am
Duty Cycle Inversion Op-Amp
Input Polarity Comparator
Ramp Comparator
Instrumentation Amplifier
Ramp Generator
1 MΩ Voltage Divider at 10V RMS
TOTAL

ADA4096-4
ADA4096-4
ADA4096-4
ADA4096-4
ADCMP371
ADCMP371
INA333
ADCMP371

Supply Current
(uA)

Power (uW)
60
60
60
60
4
4
50
4

N/A
302

216
216
216
216
14.4
14.4
180
14.4
100
1187.2

Table 5.11 shows the current consumption of each individual component, and the power
consumption assuming the 3.6 V nominal voltage of the battery. The total control circuitry
consumes 1.187 mW of power using these assumptions.
Using this, it is possible to estimate how much energy must be available from the
example PZT, for this technique to be viable, when compared to the energy harvested from the
ideal resistive match. The integral of harvestable power from the proposed match in Figure 5.2
is 2.24 times larger than that of the resistive match. Assuming that the proposed match operates
at 75% efficiency (as suggested by simulation results) and that the resistive match operates at
100% efficiency (which is unlikely, considering it to will have conduction losses and simple
control circuitry), the power harvested by the proposed converter is 1.68 times greater than the
resistive match.
To account for the 1.187 mW of power consumed, the available energy must be greater
than approximately 2.9 mW. For systems with less than 2.9 mW of power available, this
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technique is not feasible, but will begin to harvest more power as the available power increases
beyond 2.9 mW.

6: Conclusion
This thesis proposed a system to widen the bandwidth of piezoelectric cantilever based
energy harvesters for vibration energy harvesting, which extends the range of frequencies where
near maximum power may be harvested from the cantilever. The topology proposed was based
on a previously proposed method of RL matching. A novel input impedance is proposed, which
was shown to provide a more broadband match, when compared to a typical RL match.
A full analysis of the proposed system was performed of the full system, as well as each
individual block. Small signal analysis was performed to provide transfer functions for each
individual block, and blocks were combined to predict the expected input impedance and
harvested power of the full system. Transient simulations of the full system were performed at
various frequencies, and the average harvested power as compared to the expected harvested
power. Waveforms of the transient simulations showed in phase voltages and currents,
suggesting a good complex conjugate match. Analysis of extracted power over wide range of
frequencies shows that the experimental model provides reasonably good predictions for the
input impedance.
For the example PZT, when compared to the existing RL match, it can be shown that the
proposed method increases the frequencies which can theoretically harvest 90% of the power or
more from the PZT cantilever by 37%. Due to the noisy nature of vibration energy, the ability
resonate at an increased number of frequencies will be advantageous, allowing for the harvesting
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of more energy from real vibration sources. While the input impedance initially looks more
complex than a RL match, the required power is approximately the same, as the input impedance
may be implemented with a single op-amp.
Power consumption of control circuitry was not modeled. Due to the low-power nature
of most PZT cantilever sources, low power design of the control circuitry will be a critical design
consideration when implementing this topology. Because the full system uses a fully analog
implementation (compared to the digital control on previous systems) a very low power
implementation, such as on an Integrated Circuit (IC) is feasible for this design.
Future work can include implementation of this design, and exploring alternative input
impedances. Implementation could be done using low power analog components or an IC, and
experimental results could be seen with real vibration sources, and real PZT cantilevers.
Additionally, it may be possible to define more complex input impedances which can be used to
further extend the bandwidth at the cost of complexity. This allows future work to use the
analysis for the rest of the converter to predict the actual input impedance, power transfer, and
loop gain of new user defined input impedances.
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